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The Horizon
All the Young

I own nothing. All rights and ownership belong to All The Young.
This is pretty accurate, as far as I can tell there are only 3 chords in the
entire song:

F#m - 244222
Amaj7/D - X00220
E - 022100
 
(Not sure about this but possibly, whilst playing the E chord, after half a 
measure the G string is played on the 2nd fret instead of the first 1st fret to 
make an Esus4 chord. You don t have to use it at all if you don t want to, it s 
not overly important. I ll leave it up to you).

Intro: F#m, Amaj7/D, E - X3 Amaj7/D, F#m, E - X2

Amaj7/D   F#m            E
  I would walk through a wall, a thousand times or more,

Amaj7/D   F#m        E
  Just to see your delight.

Amaj7/D   F#m         E
  Cos I`m lost on the cause, I m blocking all my doors,

Amaj7/D F#m         E 
  Never fear, never die.

           F#m                  Amaj7/D
  And it s (lyric unknown), the horizon,

  E
  Maybe one day I ll sip champagne,

           F#m             Amaj7/D             E
  Will you join me, on the rampage.

           F#m               Amaj7/D
  With the rainfall, and the heart ache,

  E
  Maybe one day we ll show this world,

         F#m                Amaj7/D     E
  We can stand tall, on the front page, yyyeeeaaahhh.



  
  F#m, Amaj7/D, E X2

Amaj7/D F#m         E   
  As we slide under breeze, the unsung melodies,

Amaj7/D        F#m                 E
  They make us laugh, they make us cry.

Amaj7/D      F#m          E
  And as you soar next to me, I enjoy your company,
  
Amaj7/D F#m         E
  Never fear, never die. 

            F#m                 Amaj7/D
  And it s (lyric unknown), the horizon,

  E
  Maybe one day I ll sip champagne,

           F#m             Amaj7/D             E
  Will you join me, on the rampage.

           F#m               Amaj7/D
  With the rainfall, and the heart ache,

  E
  Maybe one day we ll show this world,

         F#m                Amaj7/D     E
  We can stand tall, on the front page, yyyeeeaaahhh.

  
  Amaj7/D, F#m, E - X2 F#m, Amaj7/D, E - X2

Amaj7/D          F#m                    E
  Now when we re strong, we ll let them know. We ll tell them of this hope,

Amaj7/D F#m         E
  Never fear, never die.

  
  F#m             Amaj7/D  E 
  Join me, on the rampage, maybe one day we ll sip champagne,

  F#m                Amaj7/D     E 
  Stand tall, on the front page, maybe one day we ll show this world.

  F#m             Amaj7/D  E



  Join me, on the rampage, maybe one day we ll sip champagne,

  F#m                Amaj7/D     E
  Stand tall, on the front page, maybe one day we ll show this world.

  F#m, Amaj7/D, E - X2

 
Amaj7/D    F#m           E
  When our two worlds collide, no one can ever deny,

Amaj7/D F#m         E  
  Never fear, never die.


